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a b s t r a c t

The expression Forest Transition (FT) and Ecological Transition (ET) were coined to describe the recovery
path of forested areas (or more general natural vegetation) after heavy conversion into croplands. FT/ET
would be driven by two main socio-economic controls: a) agricultural intensification in the most pro-
ductive areas and the simultaneous reduction of cropped area in the less suitable areas (land-sparing);
and b) rural population migration from rural to urban areas. In the argentine portion of the Semiarid
Chaco a rapid and extensive clearing for industrial agriculture and cattle ranching based on sown pas-
tures is taking place. In this article we evaluated the occurrence, magnitude and localization of FT/ET in
the argentine portion of the Semiarid Chaco during the 1977e2007 period using an approach based on
remotely sensed data. From land cover maps we derived three diagnosis variables of FT/ET: (1) the area of
natural vegetation at the end of the study period; (2) the rate of annual clearance (natural vegetation
loss) for the whole period; and (3) the temporal change of the area of natural vegetation in the last
portion of the study period. The diagnosis variables were combined to derive 12 classes (landscape
types). We observed a systematic loss of the surface occupied by natural vegetation. Industrial agricul-
ture grew in aggregated patches generating a homogenization of the landscape. In only a 4.8% of the
study area we observed a pattern of change compatible with a FT/ET. In contrast, in a 34% of the study
region (9.57 million ha) a clear negative trend in the cover of natural vegetation was observed during
1977e2007 period. The area that had a negative trend in the cover of natural vegetation was 7 times
greater than the portion of the region experiencing positive trends. Such number indicates an imbalance
in the landscape dynamics that would further reduce areas covered by natural vegetation.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the ’90 Alexander Mather starter to use the expression “Forest
Transition” (Mather, 1990, 1992; Mather and Needle, 1998) to
describe the pattern of recovery of forested areas in northern
Scotland since the XIX century (Mather, 1992; Mather et al., 1998).
Mather proposed that socio-economic development generated,
first, a decrease in the area covered by forest, followed by a partial
recovery of them. The Forest Transition model describes, then, the
temporal sequence of deforestationeafforestation of a region
(Fig. 1). This pattern was also observed in other countries (Veblen
nte).
and Lorenz, 1991; Foster, 1992; Mather et al., 1998, 1999; Mather
and Fairbairn, 2000; Perz and Skole, 2003; Aide and Grau, 2004;
Grau et al., 2005b; Baptista and Rudel, 2006; Mather, 2007;
Yackulic et al., 2011; Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011). The FT concept
was used by other authors to explain the recovery processes, pro-
duced by land abandonment and migration, observed in ecosys-
tems others than forest, (Grau and Aide, 2008; Grau et al., 2008a;
Izquierdo and Grau, 2009). This mechanism was named Ecolog-
ical Transition (ET).

Two socio-economic controls would drive FT/ET: a) the agri-
cultural intensification in the most productive areas and the
simultaneous reduction of cropped area in the less suitable areas
(Mather and Needle, 1998; Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011); and b)
rural population migration from rural to urban areas (Mather and
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Fig. 1. (a) Hypothetical temporal dynamics (solid gray line) of forest or (more general) natural vegetation cover in a situation of Forest or Ecological Transition. The circles represent
observations of natural vegetation cover in 3 times. The numbers represent the “diagnosis variables” used to detect FT/ET: (1) FINAL_AREA_NV: the area occupied by forest or
natural vegetation at the end of the study period (black dot); (2) TOTAL_RATE_CHANGE: the annual rate of change of the area of forest or natural vegetation for the whole period
(dashed black line); and (3) LAST_RATE_CHANGE: the change of the area occupied by natural vegetation area in the last portion of the study period (slope of the black solid line).
The b, c, and d panels show different temporal dynamics of land covers.
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Needle, 1998; Aide and Grau, 2004; Grau et al., 2008a; b). The first
mechanisms (“land-sparing”) has been proposed as a strategy to
balance food production and nature conservation throughout
increasing the amount of land spared for nature (Fischer et al.,
2008; Perfecto and Vandermeer, 2010; Grau et al., 2013).

In the argentine portion of the Semiarid Chaco, extensive
ranching for subsistence economy and traditional uses of the for-
ests (hunting and gathering, coal production, timber harvest) are
the main activities of native communities (aborigenes) and local
settlers (criollos). Despite that, in recent decades the natural vege-
tation was rapidly and extensive cleared for industrial agriculture
and cattle pastures (Grau et al., 2005a; b; Volante et al., 2006;
Gasparri and Grau, 2009). The land-sparing concept was used by
Grau et al. (2008a) to explain the recent spatial and temporal dy-
namics of land use/land cover changes in the Semiarid Chaco of
Argentina. They suggested that agricultural intensification in some
areas decreased the impact of traditional land use practices in other
areas, given place to forest recovery. Such effect would be a
consequence of rural-urban migration of local people and the
abandonment of “puestos” (this is the typical Chaco subsistence
housing unit, composed by a main house, a water reservoir, and
corrals, typically surrounded by several hectares of bare soils due to
severe vegetation degradation (Grau et al., 2008a)).

The occurrence of land-sparing or FT (or more generally
Ecological Transition) phenomena is not neutral in political terms.
As a matter of fact is the basis for some “sustainable development”
policies aimed to combine an industrialized agriculture and a
network of areas for natural conservation (Seghezzo et al., 2011). Is
the FT/ET process actually taking place in the Semiarid Chaco?
Answering this question is particularly important in an area that is
having nowadays one the largest deforestation rates in the world
(Vallejos et al., 2015). Therefore, we proposed two objectives; a) to
characterize the dynamics (status and trends) of natural vegetation
and agriculture land covers; and b) to evaluate the occurrence,
magnitude and localization of TF/ET. We carried out our research in
the argentine portion of the Semiarid Chaco during the 1977e2007
period using an approach based on remotely sensed data.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

The study region was located in Subtropical South America and
it (22� and 32� S and 61� and 66� W) covers 27.6 106 ha of the
Santiago del Estero, Salta, Tucum�an, Jujuy, Catamarca, Chaco and
Formosa provinces of Argentina. Most of the study region corre-
sponded to the Semiarid Chaco, an area dominated by Xerophytic
Subtropical Forests characterized by the presence of Aspidosperma
quebracho-blanco, Schinopsis quebracho-colorado, Chorisia speciosa,
Caesalpinea paraguariensis, and Prosopis spp. (Cabrera, 1976;
Morello et al., 2012). The northwestern part of the area a small
proportion corresponded to the Yungas ecoregion, covered by
Humid Subtropical Forests (Cabrera, 1976; Morello et al., 2012)
(Fig. 2). The mean annual temperature ranges between 20 and
22 �C, with maximum mean values (24e27 �C) in January, and
minimummean values in July (14.5 �Ce15.5 �C). The lowest annual
rainfall is found in the center of the study area (ca. 500 mm) in-
creases eastward, westward, and southward. Along the western
and southern borders, rainfall reaches 700e900 mm, providing the
opportunity for rainfed agriculture (Morello et al., 2012).

The area experienced an extensive and intense deforestation
processes (Vallejos et al., 2015). Two factors drove this clearing
process: 1) an increase in global demand and prices of soybeans
products; and, 2) a 20e30% increase in regional mean annual
precipitation (Zak et al., 2004; Grau et al., 2005b; Boletta et al.,
2006). Other factors such as the introduction of transgenic or
“Roundup Ready” (RR) soybean, the diffusion of no-tillage systems
and macroeconomic changes occurred in Argentina in 2001
(changes in currency exchange rates) operated as “trigger factors”
(sensu Geist and Lambin (2001)) of extensive clearance.

Criollos are the local inhabitants, predominantly of European
origin. They depend to a great extent on small-scale extensive cattle
ranching that make use of both public and private land. They have
been present in the province of Salta since colonial times but they
have intensified their presence in the Chaco region by the end of
the 19th century (Gordillo and Leguizam�on, 2002). Indigenous
communities living in the study area include Wichí, Guaraní,
Chan�e, Qom [Toba], Iyojwa'ja [Chorote], Niwacl�e [Chulupí], Tapu'i
[Tapiet�e], and scattered Kolla families. Their livelihoods consist of
extensive forms of subsistence agriculture, hunting and gathering,
and the widespread use of non-timber forest products (Leake and
Ec�onomo, 2008). These activities are highly dependent on open
access to and the good health of local ecosystems. This is especially
important because the level of communal environmental man-
agement in some of these ethnic groups is generally low, mostly
limited to the abandonment of gathering, hunting, and/or fishing



Fig. 2. Study area (shredded frame); Gran Chaco (light gray) and Las Yungas (dark gray) ecorregions.
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areas in the low season. Agriculture and cattle ranching are very
incipient and spatially circumscribed. There are not ancestral
practices for the majority of these indigenous communities. Many
natural goods and services have specific survival or cultural pur-
poses. For that reason, they cannot be easily substituted or “traded-
off” for other alternatives, in part because indigenous cultures do
not accept the notion of valuation of environmental goods and
services in monetary terms. The concentration of land in a small
number of large-scale agricultural firms (Van Dam, 2008) reduces
the space and resources available for criollos and indigenous
communities, which threatens their livelihoods, and is a potential
source of land tenure conflicts.

2.2. Forest/Ecological Transition detection

The detection of FT/ET required the analysis of the natural
vegetation cover through time. In this study we described the
temporal dynamics of natural vegetation using three variables
(diagnosis variables). These variables summarize the dynamic of
vegetation cover and describe the shape of the temporal profile of
change. They included: (1) the area occupied by natural vegetation
at the end of the study period (2007) (FINAL_AREA_NV); (2) the
annual rate of change of the area of natural vegetation for thewhole
period (1977e2007) (TOTAL_RATE_CHANGE); and (3) the change of
the area occupied by natural vegetation in the last portion of the
study period (1997e2007) (LAST_RATE_CHANGE) (Fig. 1).
The three variables combined could detect different temporal

dynamics of land covers (Fig. 1bed). Some of them (i.e. panel b in
Fig. 1) would correspond to a FT/ET situation. LAST_RATE_CHANGE
(the change of the natural cover in the last portion of the study
period) is the key variable to detect FT. The other two variables
provide a characterization of the current state of the land cover and
further details of the temporal changes.

2.3. Maps of vegetation cover

Using Landsat imagery, we mapped three covers: natural
vegetation, agriculture and bare soil. The Natural vegetation class
comprised different physonomical types such as grasslands,
shrublands and forest. Agriculture class corresponded to regular
patches devoted to annual crops or sowed pastures for cattle
ranching. Subsistence agriculture, due to the small size of the
patches, was not considered as a class by its own. Bare soil class
included both natural (i.e. salines, water bodies, river beaches) and
anthropic areas without plant cover (bares soil areas associated to
“puestos”, urban areas, and infrastructure).

The spatial resolution of the maps corresponded to the coarsest
pixel size of the available images for the 1977e2007 period (80 m,
1977 Landsat MSS images). The maps were elaborated from both
digital classification and visual interpretation of Landsat MSS
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(Multi-spectral Scanner Sensor) (1977) and TM (ThematicMapper)
(1997 and 2007) mosaics including 19 scenes. Images were ac-
quired from GLOVIS server (United State Geological Service - Global
Visualization Viewer: http://glovis.usgs.gov/) and INPE server
(Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais, Brasil: http://www.dgi.
inpe.br/CDSR/) (Appendix A). We used the methodological
approach proposed by Cohen et al. (1998, 2002), which involved
both digital classification and visual interpretation of Tasseled Cap
transformed images (Kauth and Thomas, 1976; Crist and Cicone,
1984). Such approach is particularly useful to detected changes
associated to large disturbances (i.e. deforestation or fire). It as-
sumes that the signal associated to the disturbance is larger than
the noise generated by differences among images of different dates
(Cohen et al., 1998, 2002, 2010). To minimize differences due to
phenology, the images included in a given mosaic corresponded to
the same season (June to August). To match the resolution between
different sensor types, TM images were resampled to the MSS pixel
size (80 m) using cubic convolution and coregistered to the GLOVIS
images of 2007. We used Relative Radiometric Normalization (Yuan
and Elvidge, 1996) to radiometric match contiguous images. To
assign pixels to each of the three classes we started by a visual
identification of agricultural areas (croplands and pastures) higher
than 5 ha on the 2007 mosaic using a 4-5-3 (R-G-B) band combi-
nation to maximize contrast between natural vegetation and agri-
culture (Chuvieco, 2002). The map of agricultural areas was
compared with the previous mosaic (1997) to identify the new
plots generated in the period. The procedure was repeated for 1977
mosaic to end up with three maps of agricultural areas. Such maps
were used as masks in the digital classification stage. Following
Cohen et al. (1998, 2002) eachMSS and TMmosaic was Tasseled Cap
transformed (Kauth and Thomas, 1976; Crist and Cicone, 1984). We
obtained, from the 6 original reflective bands, 3 synthetic bands
(brightness, greenness and wetness). Then, we did a digital classi-
fication using ISODATA algorithm (30 classes, 10 iterations and 95%
of convergence). The 30 classes were labeled either as natural
vegetation or bare soil. To evaluate the accuracy of the maps we
compared the classification results and visual interpretations on
randomly distributed points (Appendix B).

2.4. Maps of diagnosis variables

The vegetation maps were compiled in a unique geo-spatial
database. Then, a grid of 8726 regular cells of 5.5 km side was
overlaid (Mitchell, 2005). Each cell of 3025 ha summarizes infor-
mation (about 4726pixels of 80 m) of each land cover map. The cell
size used captures landscape heterogeneity properly because it
includes the largest elements (livestock activities around puestos
affects vegetation up to 5 km) (Grau et al., 2008a).

The cell size used avoided problems associated with spatial
autocorrelation among plots deforested for agriculture (see Volante
et al., 2012 for analyses of autocorrelation of cleared plots). On the
other hand the cell size selected allowed one to integrate the results
with other sources of information (i.e.; NDVI LTDR Series, Long
Term Data Record). For each cell, we calculated the three diagnosis
variables:

a) Natural vegetation's area in 2007 (FINAL_AREA_NV): Repre-
sented the area occupied by forests, shrublands or grasslands
quantified as a percentage of the surface of the 3025 ha cell. This
variable was categorized into two levels: High (H), where the
natural vegetation area was greater than 50% of the cell surface,
and Low (l) when natural vegetation occupied less than 50%.
b) Natural vegetation annual change rate for the all period
(1977e2007) (TOTAL_RATE_CHANGE): This variable described
the annual loss or gain of natural vegetation cover. We used the
annual rate “q” proposed by Food Agriculture Organization
(FAO, 1995) to assess deforestation:

q ¼ 100 � [(A2/A1)1/(t2et1) e 1]

Where “q” is the rate of change in natural vegetation as a per-
centage; A1 and A2 represent the areas of natural vegetation in the
years t1 and t2 (1977 and 2007), respectively. This variable was also
categorized into 2 levels: High (H), where q � �0.51 (average for
South America for the period 2000e2005 according to FAO (2009))
and Low (l): for values of q > �0.51.

c) Trend of the natural vegetation in the last period (1997e 2007)
(LAST_RATE_CHANGE): It was estimated as the slope of the re-
lationships between the natural vegetation cover and time
during the 1997/2007 period:

T ¼ (A2 � A1) / (t2 � t1)

Where T is the trend in the 1997e2007 period, and A1 and A2

represent the areas of natural vegetation att1and t2 (1997 and 2007
respectively). This variable took 3 levels: Positive (þ) if T> 0.01,
Negative (�) if T < �0.01) or Neutral (0) if, �0.01> T <0.01.

Based on the combination of classes defined for the three
diagnosis variables we obtained 12 new categories that represented
landscape types based on the natural vegetation dynamics
(Table 1). We calculated ‘join-count’ statistics using “Rookcase”
software (Sawada, 1999) to test whether the occurrence of land-
scape types at the cell level was randomly distributed in space. Join-
count statistics were used for testing spatial autocorrelation for
binary (presence/absence) and nominal data (Mitchell, 2005). The
methods count the number of join encounters in adjacent cells
having or not the same category and it assess the presence of spatial
autocorrelation. We use a Queen's case (8 neighboring cells) defi-
nition for assess common boundary.

3. Results

3.1. Spatial characterization

Land cover maps (Fig. 3aec) presented an overall accuracy of
85.2, 87.3 and 88.4% for 1977, 1997 and 2007 respectively (See
Appendix B, Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3). The matrix of natural vegeta-
tion in the study area, was perforated and interrupted by large
agricultural patches located in two longitudinal stripes, to the East
and West of the study area (Fig. 3aec). The pattern observed
changed through time in the number and sizes of agricultural
patches. The distribution of the major agricultural areas was
consistent with the rainfall distribution in the region, leaving a
central strip of natural vegetation in the driest area of region
(Fig. 3a and d). In the Eastern andWestern bands mentioned above,
occurred the highest rates of change during the past 30 years
(Fig. 3e). The changes observed in the whole study period were still
evident in the latest period (Fig. 3f). Fifty three percent (14.8million
ha) of the study area showed a negative change while 39% (10.8
million ha) showed a positive one from 1997 through 2007.

All the landscape types showed a very high degree of spatial
autocorrelation evidenced by high values of Z-random join-count
statistic (greater than 2.33 for a confidence level of 99%) (Fig. 4b).
Much of the study area (86%) was characterized by four landscape
types (Hl0, Hlþ, Hl� and lH�). These types had a high degree of
spatial aggregation forming patches (contiguous cells of the same
type) of different sizes (Fig. 4a and b). The most abundant category
was Hl0 (High natural vegetation in 2007, low rate of change in the
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Table 1
Landscape types based on 3 diagnosis variables: a) Natural vegetation's area in 2007 (FINAL_AREA_NV), with two levels: high (H) and low (l); b) Natural vegetation annual
change rate for the all period (1977e2007) (TOTAL_RATE_CHANGE) with two levels: high (H) and low (l); and c) Trend of the natural vegetation in the last period (1997e2007)
(LAST_RATE_CHANGE), with tree levels: positive (þ), neutral (0), and negative (�).
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long term and short term neutral change) covering 42% of the study
area (11.7 million ha) (Figs. 3e5).

The lH� type (low natural vegetation in 2007, high rates of
deforestation and negative short-term change) was the next most
abundant type occupying 17.2% (4.8 million ha) of the study area
followed by the Hl� (high natural vegetation, low long-term rates
of clearing and short-term negative change) and the Hlþ (high
natural vegetation, low long term rates of clearing positive short-
term change) types, covering14.2% (3.9 million ha) and 13% (3.6
million ha) of the study area respectively (Figs. 3e5).

The next three types in terms of area occupied were llþ, HH�,
and lHþ, accounting for by approximately 10% of the study area. llþ
and lHþ types were geographically associated (Fig. 4). The
HH�type was a mix of agriculture and natural vegetation. It was
located in the advancing agricultural frontier, as a transition be-
tween lH� and Hl�. The remaining types (HH0, HHþ, ll0, ll� and
lH0) had a low presence in the territory. All together they
accounted for by 4.3% of the study area.

3.2. Spatial and temporal dynamics

Fig. 4 described the dynamics of agricultural advance in the
region both in space and time. We observed a spatial sequence of
landscape from the type with the highest proportion of agriculture
(lH�) to the less transformed category (Hl�), which is in contact
with the natural landscape (Hl0). An intermediate situation (HH�)
occurred between lH� and Hl�types. In time, the sequence of
landscape type occurred from types dominated by natural vegeta-
tion (Hl0) to the agriculture-dominated type (lH�) (Fig. 6).

3.3. Potential Forest Transition's situations

The landscape types that may correspond to possible Forest/
Ecological Transition situations are lHþ, llþ; HHþ, and Hlþ. These
types covered a 20.8% of the study area. The Hlþ is the most
extended type (14.2%) (Fig. 4). This type was geographically asso-
ciated to the dynamics of wetlands areas or floodplains of the main
rivers of the region (Pilcomayo, Bermejo and Salado) (Fig. 4). The
positive change in this particular type during the last decade cannot
be associated with anthropic activities (i.e. agricultural field aban-
donment, afforestation) because the areas corresponded to non-
agricultural soils (INTA, 1990) and agricultural transitions in the
first part of the study periodwere not detected (InstitutoNacional de
TecnologíaAgropecuaria; http://inta.gob.ar/documentos/monitoreo-
de-cultivos-del-noroeste-argentino-a-traves-de-sensores-
remotos/). Consequently, positive changes during the 1997e2007
period in the areas covered by the Hlþ type cannot be associated to
a Forest/Ecological Transition dynamics, sensu Mather (1992).

The lHþ and llþ types, covering 5.7% of the study area, were
associated with both the oldest areas of intensive farming of the
region (4.2%) and salt flats (1.5%). In the case of the oldest agri-
cultural fields a Forest/Ecological Transition processes is likely. The
category HHþ (High proportion of natural vegetation, high rates of
clearing, and positive changes during the last decade), had a U-
shaped temporal trajectory also compatible with a Forest/Ecolog-
ical Transition processes (Fig. 5a). This type is poorly represented in
the study area covering only 0.6% (equivalent to 168,000 ha).

4. Discussion

Our results showed that only a small fraction of the Chaco region
presented land cover dynamics compatible with a Forest/Ecological
Transition during the last 30 years. Though several of the landscape
types HHþ, Hlþ, lHþ and llþ presented an increase in the natural
vegetation cover during the last decade two additional features are
required to provide evidence for FT/ET: (a) the historical presence
of forests (or natural vegetation, i.e. savannas or grasslands); and
(b) a human induced land use change during the first stages of the
period. This was the case of three out of the twelve landscape types
defined have some chances to correspond to FT/ET (lHþ, llþ and
HHþ), with an occupancy of 6.3% of the study area (1.66 million ha).
If we subtract the area of these landscape types that corresponds to
salt flats (included in types lHþ and llþ), only a 4.8% of the study
presented a dynamics compatible with a FT/ET processes. The Hlþ
type with occupancy of 14.3% had a very low agricultural occupa-
tion (0.5% of study area) and changes in the proportion of natural
vegetation could be due to climatic and hydrological dynamics. In
contrast to this, 34% of the territory (9.57 million ha) was occupied
by types with a clear negative change in the natural vegetation
cover during the last years (HH�, Hl�, lH�and ll�). More than 70%
of the type lH�was covered by agriculture, and the area devoted to
soybean and sowed pastures is still growing (Figs. 3e5) (Vallejos
et al., 2015).

It is probable that the state variable “Natural vegetation's area in
2007” had some degree of dependence on transitions variables
“Natural vegetation annual change rate for the all period (1977-
2007)” and “Trend of the native vegetation in the last period
(1997e2007)” but this does not invalidate that can be used to
characterize the landscape units in term of their status and their
transitions. Is worth to highlight that there is twelve possible
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Fig. 3. (a), (b), (c) Land cover maps in 1997, 1987 and 2007; (d) the area occupied by natural vegetation at 2007 (FINAL_AREA_NV); (e) the annual rate of change of the area of
natural vegetation for the 1977e2007 period (TOTAL_RATE_CHANGE); and (c) the change of the area occupied by natural vegetation in the 1997e2007 period
(LAST_RATE_CHANGE).
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landscape types, and all of them were present in the study area
allowing us to make a detailed characterization of the landscape in
terms of their state and dynamics.

Moreover, the landscape types seem to have a strong association
with particular land uses. For example, the Hl0 type, the most
abundant category, corresponded to areas with a low degree of
transformation occupied by dry forests, shrublands, grasslands and
floodplain vegetation. These areas are used by criollos and indige-
nous communities for subsistence agriculture, livestock produc-
tion, hunting and gathering. The landscape type lH� corresponded
to areas where the highest expansion of industrial agriculture in the
past 30 years. The Hl� and HH� types were located in the
“advancing agricultural frontier”, as a transition types between Hl0
and lH� categories. The Hlþ category included areas with a high
proportion of natural vegetation located in floodplains influenced
by the hydrological dynamics of wetlands and themain rivers of the
region (Pilcomayo, Bermejo and Salado). Finally, the llþ and lHþ
types were located in the oldest agricultural production zones,
mainly devoted to sugarcane production (Valle de Siancas in Salta
and Jujuy, and Llanura Deprimida Ca~nera in Tucum�an), horticulture
(Río Dulce in Santiago del Estero) or dairy farms (SWof Santiago del
Estero). Surprising, these types were also associated to the large
salines or marshes.

The ratio between the area of landscape types where land use
changes occurred with negative (HH�, Hl�, lH� and ll�) and
positive (lHþ, llþ and HHþ) changes during the last period was 7.0.
Such ratio indicates an imbalance in the landscape dynamics pre-
sented in Fig. 6 that would further reduce areas covered by natural
vegetation. Such imbalance is indicating that the expansion of in-
dustrial agriculture is taking place at a faster rate than the resto-
ration of areas prone to be devoted to conservation. At the regional
level there is a clear advance of the area devoted to agriculture but
not a land-sparing process.

Based on the clustered spatial configuration of agricultural



Fig. 4. (a) Distribution of landscape types in the study area; (b) landscape types areas as a percentage of the study area (bold numbers). Numbers in brackets are Z-random join-
count values (there is autocorrelation with Z-values greater than 2.33, p-value < 0.01). The hydrological system (IGN, 2007) (light blue lines) was overlaid to visualize the association
with the Hlþ type. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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landscapes and the detection of recovery of degraded areas, Grau
et al. (2008a) proposed that industrial agriculture associates to
agribusiness induced urban-rural migration and, consequently,
frees zones for biodiversity conservation (land-sparing model). An
important assumption of this model is the existence of a strong
environmental limitation for industrial agriculture (Grau et al.,
2008a). This assumption should be valid only if annual crops
(mainly soybean and maize) are considered. However, deforesta-
tion and agricultural expansion is being driven by the expansion of
two combined activities, soybean production and cattle ranching



Fig. 5. The temporal trajectory of the natural vegetation from 1997 to 2007, (expressed as a percentage of area of each landscape type). (a) Landscape types with positive trend of
the natural vegetation in the last period; (b) those with a neutral trend in the last period; and (c) those with negative trends in the last period.

Fig. 6. Spatial and temporal conceptual model of landscape types dynamics. In gray
arrows (spatial trajectory) the agricultural landscapes (core areas) are advancing to-
wards to the natural landscapes. In black arrows (temporal trajectory) the natural
landscapes are transformed into agricultural landscape type.
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based on subtropical tropical pastures (mainly Cenchrus ciliaris and
Panicum maximum) (Gasparri et al., 2013). The relative proportion
of these two activities varied according the authors (30e40% soy-
beans and 60e70% pastures) (Volante et al., 2006; Gasparri et al.,
2013).

The analysis performed; based on an objective and evaluated
definition of land cover types over a period of thirty years and
covering an area of more than 27.6 106 ha, provide a synoptic view of
the whole region. This allows us to describe two components of
agricultural expansion: croplands and pastures. Croplands occupied
areas with better environmental conditions (e.g. soils, climate) than
thosewhere pastures replaced the natural cover. Of course these two
components of the “industrial agriculture” syndrome are not taking
place with equal intensity all over the Chaco region. Croplands are
mainly concentrated in the more humid sub-region, covering the
east and west portion of the study area, while pastures are the
Table A.1
Landsat imagery used to perform land cover maps.

Sensor Path Row Date Server

MSS 248 77 18/06/1975 GLOVIS
MSS 248 78 18/06/1975 GLOVIS
MSS 247 75 17/08/1977 INPE
MSS 247 76 17/08/1977 INPE
MSS 247 77 17/08/1977 INPE
MSS 247 78 17/08/1977 INPE
MSS 247 79 17/08/1977 INPE
MSS 247 80 17/08/1977 INPE
MSS 247 81 17/08/1977 INPE
MSS 246 76 27/10/1977 INPE
MSS 246 77 28/10/1977 INPE
MSS 246 78 29/10/1977 INPE
MSS 246 79 30/10/1977 INPE
MSS 246 80 31/10/1977 INPE
MSS 245 77 17/05/1977 INPE
MSS 245 78 20/09/1977 INPE
MSS 245 79 20/09/1977 INPE
MSS 245 80 17/05/1977 INPE
MSS 245 81 17/05/1977 INPE
TM 231 77 25/07/1986 GLOVIS
TM 231 78 25/07/1986 GLOVIS
TM 231 79 25/07/1986 GLOVIS
dominant type of transformation at the centre of the study area,
where rainfall are lower. The semiarid Chaco seems to do not have
restrictions for the expansion of subtropical pastures for cattle
ranching (Volante et al., 2006; Gasparri et al., 2013). Actually, Cen-
chrus cilliaris (buffel grass) is used in the driest extreme of the Chaco
(the Arid Chaco), with annual precipitation lower than 400 mm
(Blanco et al., 2009). Though annual crops may have limitations to
expand all over the region, pastures may cover the whole Chaco.

Our results suggest that the land-sparing model is not able to
describe the dynamics of land use observed in the region. We
observed a systematic loss of natural environments for industrial
agriculture and cattle ranching that grown in aggregates patches
and that homogenizes the landscape from a structural and func-
tional perspective (Volante et al., 2012).
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Appendix A
Sensor Path Row Date Server

TM 231 77 21/08/1996 INPE
TM 231 78 21/08/1996 INPE
TM 231 79 21/08/1996 INPE
TM 230 75 29/07/1996 INPE
TM 230 76 29/07/1996 INPE
TM 230 77 29/07/1996 INPE
TM 230 78 29/07/1996 INPE
TM 230 79 29/07/1996 INPE
TM 230 80 29/07/1996 INPE
TM 230 81 29/07/1996 INPE
TM 229 76 26/08/1997 INPE
TM 229 77 26/08/1997 INPE
TM 229 78 26/08/1997 INPE
TM 229 79 26/08/1997 INPE
TM 229 80 26/08/1997 INPE
TM 228 78 02/07/1997 GLOVIS
TM 228 79 02/07/1997 GLOVIS
TM 228 80 02/07/1997 GLOVIS
TM 228 81 06/10/1997 GLOVIS
TM 231 77 03/07/2007 GLOVIS
TM 231 78 03/07/2007 GLOVIS
TM 231 79 02/09/2006 GLOVIS



Table A.1 (continued )

Sensor Path Row Date Server Sensor Path Row Date Server

TM 230 75 23/09/1987 INPE TM 230 75 26/08/2006 INPE
TM 230 76 23/09/1987 INPE TM 230 76 26/08/2006 INPE
TM 230 77 23/09/1987 INPE TM 230 77 26/08/2006 INPE
TM 230 78 23/09/1987 INPE TM 230 78 26/08/2006 INPE
TM 230 79 23/09/1987 INPE TM 230 79 26/08/2006 INPE
TM 230 80 23/09/1987 INPE TM 230 80 26/08/2006 INPE
TM 230 81 23/09/1987 INPE TM 230 81 26/08/2006 INPE
TM 229 76 15/08/1987 INPE TM 229 76 22/08/2007 INPE
TM 229 77 31/08/1987 INPE TM 229 77 22/08/2007 INPE
TM 229 78 31/08/1987 INPE TM 229 78 22/08/2007 INPE
TM 229 79 31/08/1987 INPE TM 229 79 22/08/2007 INPE
TM 229 80 16/09/1987 GLOVIS TM 229 80 22/08/2007 INPE
TM 228 78 06/09/1986 INPE TM 228 78 31/08/2007 INPE
TM 228 79 06/09/1986 INPE TM 228 79 31/08/2007 INPE
TM 228 80 21/06/1987 INPE TM 228 80 31/08/2007 INPE
TM 228 81 21/06/1987 INPE TM 228 81 31/08/2007 INPE
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Appendix B

The accuracy assessment of the cartographic quality of land
cover maps was based on Cohen et al. (1998, 2002), Healey et al.
(2005) and Kennedy et al. (2007). A comparison of randomly
distributed points was performed between land cover maps based
on visual interpretations of Tasseled Cap transformations. We
randomly selected 40 “focal points” in the study area, on which an
area of 40 � 40 km (segment) was defined. Each segment fulfilled
the condition of having at least 75% of the category “natural
vegetation” and each of the remaining classes were represented in
at least one segment. Within each segment, 40 pixels were
randomly selected with the following conditions: a) up to 60% for
category (agriculture, bare soil, natural vegetation); b) just one
point by patch for the category agriculture, defining “patch” as a
group of contiguous pixels of the same category; and c) the pixels
classified as “natural vegetation” were randomly redistributed
Table B.1
Error matrix of 1977's land cover map.

Reference

Agriculture Bare soil Natural v

Map Agriculture 237 18 36
Bare soil 6 371 76
Natural vegetation 20 81 755
Total 263 470 867

Table B.2
Error matrix of 1997's land cover map.

Reference

Agriculture Bare soil Natural v

Map Agriculture 254 28 20
Bare soil
5 377 73 455
Natural vegetation 23 54 766
Total 282 459 859

Table B.3
Error matrix of 2007's land cover map.

Reference

Agriculture Bare soil Natural v

Map Agriculture 317 12 9
Bare soil 12 370 77
Natural vegetation 32 43 728
Total 361 425 814
geographically to maximize the separation between points within
each segment. The conditions (b) and (c) were set to reduce the risk
of pseudo-replication (Hurlbert, 1984) produced by autocorrelation
(Dormann et al., 2013). This technique was applied separately for
each of the analyzed dates (1977, 1997, and 2007). Each set of 1600
evaluation points (40 segments with 40 sample points), were
labeled with the categories of the map (natural vegetation, bare
soil, agriculture) by visual interpretation of the Tasseled Cap mo-
saics. The visual interpretations did not consider the results ob-
tained from the digital classification. Subsequently both results
were compared by a confusion matrix (Chuvieco, 2002). We found
an overall accuracy of 85.2, 87.3 and88.4% for maps of 1977, 1997
and 2007 respectively (Table B.1, B.2, and B.3). These values were
consistent with the results reported by (Cohen et al., 1998, 2002)
using de same methodology.
egetation Total Omission error (%) Commission error (%)

291 0.19 0.10
453 0.18 0.21
856 0.12 0.13
1600

egetation Total Omission error (%) Commission error (%)

302 0.16 0.10

0.17 0.18
843 0.09 0.11
1600

egetation Total Omission error (%) Commission error (%)

338 0.06 0.12
459 0.19 0.13
803 0.09 0.11
1600
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